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The Escape: A John Puller Novel 3
David Baldacci

Military CID investigator, John Puller, has returned from his 
latest case in Florida to learn that his brother, Bobby, on 
death row at Leavenworth Military Prison for national 
security crimes, has escaped. Preliminary investigations 
show that he may have had help in his breakout. Now he's 
on the run, and in disguise, and he's the military's number 
one target. John Puller has a dilemma. Which comes first, 
loyalty to his country or to his brother? Bobby has state 
secrets that certain people will literally kill for. But blood is 
thicker than water, and the brothers are close although even 
John does not know for sure what Bobby really did for the 
government, nor if he's even guilty of his crimes. It becomes 
swiftly apparent, however, that Bobby's role was powerful 
and far-reaching.

Macmillan • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781447225317 $39.99

The Abyss Beyond Dreams
Peter F. Hamilton

A special, signed, limited slipcase edition of Peter F. 
Hamilton's new novel. When images of a lost civilization 
are 'dreamed' by a self-proclaimed prophet of the age, 
Nigel Sheldon, inventor of wormhole technology and 
creator of the Commonwealth society, is asked to 
investigate. Especially as the dreams seem to be coming 
from the Void - a mysterious area of living space 
monitored and controlled because of its hugely 
destructive capabilities. With it being the greatest threat 
to the known universe, Nigel is committed to finding out 
what really lies within the Void and if there's any truth to 
the visions they've received. Does human life really exist 
inside its boundary?

Tor UK • HB • Science Fiction

9781447283898 $79.99

Endsinger: The Lotus Wars 3
Jay Kristoff

As civil war sweeps across the Shima Imperium, the Lotus 
Guild unleashes their deadliest creation-a mechanical 
goliath, intended to unite the shattered Empire under a yoke 
of fear. Yukiko and Buruu are forced to take leadership of 
the rebellion, gathering new allies and old friends. But the 
ghosts of Buruu's past stand between them and the army 
they need, and Kin's betrayal has destroyed all trust among 
their allies. When a new foe joins the war, it will be all the 
pair can do to muster the strength to fight, let alone win. 
And as the earth splits asunder, as armies destroy each 
other for rule over an empire of lifeless ash and the final 
secret about blood lotus is revealed, the people of Shima 
will learn one last, horrifying truth. An exciting, vivid 
conclusion to a critically acclaimed series, Endsinger is 
sure to have fans racing through the pages to savor every 
last revelation.

Tor UK • HB • Fantasy

9780230759046 $39.99

The Edge of Dark
Pamela Hartshorne

Jane believes in keeping her promises, but a deathbed 
vow sets her on a twisting path of deceit and joy that 
takes her from the dark secrets of Holmwood House in 
York to the sign of the golden lily in London's Mincing 
Lane. Getting what you want, Jane discovers, comes at a 
price. For the child that she longed for, the child she 
promised to love and to keep safe, turns out to be a 
darker spirit than she could ever have imagined. Over 
four centuries later, Roz Acclam remembers nothing of 
the fire that killed her family - or of the brother who set it. 
Trying on a beautiful Elizabethan necklace found in the 
newly restored Holmwood House triggers disturbing 
memories of the past at last - but the past Roz 
remembers is not her own . . . A dark and twisted tale 
from Pamela Harshorne, author of The Memory of 
Midnight and Time's Echo, and a perfect read for fans 
of Kate Mosse and Barbara Erskine.

Macmillan • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447278535 $39.99

Killing for Keeps
Mari Hannah

IT'S IN THE BLOOD. Two brothers from the same criminal 
family die within hours of each other, five miles apart, one 
on the edge of a Newcastle industrial estate, the other in a 
busy A & E department of a local hospital, unseen by the 
triage team. Both victims have suffered horrific injuries. Who 
wanted them dead? Will they kill again? Investigating these 
brutal and bloody killings leads DCI Kate Daniels to break 
some rules, putting her career as well as her life on the line. 
As the body count rises in the worst torture case 
Northumbria Police has ever seen, the focus of the enquiry 
switches, first to Glasgow and then to Europe ending in a 
confrontation with a dangerous offender hell-bent on 
revenge.

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447246114 $39.99

The Informant
Susan Wilkins

As a drug-fuelled teenage tearaway, Kaz Phelps took the 
rap for her little brother Joey over a bungled armed 
robbery and went to jail. Six years later she's released on 
licence. Clean and sober, and driven by a secret passion 
for her lawyer, Helen, Kaz wants to escape the violence 
and abuse of her Essex gangster family. Joey is a 
charming, calculating and cold psychopath. He worships 
the ground Kaz walks on and he's desperate to get her 
back in the family firm. All Kaz wants is a fresh start and 
to put the past behind her. When Joey murders an 
undercover cop, DS Nicci Armstrong is determined to put 
him behind bars. What she doesn't realize is that her 
efforts are being sabotaged by one of their own and the 
Met is being challenged at the highest level.

Pan • PB • Crime & Mystery

9781447241423 $19.99
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The Snow Angel
Lulu Taylor

Cressida Felbridge is living the high life as a debutante in 
1960s London society when she is courted by a friend of 
her brother's and set to marry. Wishing only the best for 
his daughter, her father decrees that she must have her 
portrait painted to mark the occasion. But as soon as she 
meets the painter Ralph Few, Cressie knows her life will 
never be the same again. Soon, she is deeply in love with 
Ralph, but there is one problem: Ralph is still married to 
Catherine. In the present day, Emily Conway has 
everything she could wish for: a huge house in West 
London, two beautiful children and a successful husband, 
Will. But as Emily and Will drive to a party, Will reveals 
that he has been betrayed by his business partner. 
Steering the car off the road at high speed, their perfect 
life is abruptly ended.

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447230496 $19.99

Black Valley
Charlotte Williams

Jessica Mayhew has a new client at her psychotherapy 
practice. Artist Pandora Powell is in shock following the 
death of her mother, Ursula, who was murdered during the 
theft of a valuable painting at her studio. And Jess has 
problems of her own, as she struggles to adjust to the 
demands of being a single parent. Pandora is a beautiful 
but shy and vulnerable young woman who has grown up 
in the shadow of her famous ancestors, the Welsh 
painters Augustus and Gwen John, and under the wing of 
her twin sister, Isobel. There is a suggestion that Isobel's 
husband, art dealer Blake Thomas, might be responsible 
for Ursula's murder.

Macmillan • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447223566 $34.99

The Rats: A Rats Novel 1
James Herbert

**A special 40th anniversary edition of the classic, 
bestselling novel that launched James Herbert's career** It 
was only when the bones of the first devoured victims 
were discovered that the true nature and power of these 
swarming black creatures with their razor sharp teeth and 
the taste for human blood began to be realised by a panic-
stricken city. For millions of years man and rats had been 
natural enemies. But now for the first time - suddenly, 
shockingly, horribly - the balance of power had shifted . . .

Macmillan • HB • Horror & Ghost Stories

9781447264521 $39.99

The Iris Fan
Laura Joh Rowland

Japan, 1709. The shogun is old and ailing. Amid the ever-
treacherous intrigue in the court, Sano Ichiro has been 
demoted from chamberlain to a lowly patrol guard. His 
relationship with his wife Reiko is in tatters, and a bizarre 
new alliance between his two enemies Yanagisawa and 
Lord Ienobu has left him puzzled and wary. Sano's 
onetime friend Hirata is a reluctant conspirator in a plot 
against the ruling regime. Yet, Sano's dedication to the 
Way of the Warrior - the samurai code of honor - is 
undiminished. Then a harrowing, almost inconceivable 
crime takes place. In his own palace, the shogun is 
stabbed with a fan made of painted silk with sharp-pointed 
iron ribs. Sano is restored to the rank of chief investigator 
to find the culprit.

Minotaur • HB • Historical Fiction

9781250047069 $34.99

Independently Wealthy
Lorraine Zago

In New Money, Savannah Morgan was thrust into high-
society New York when she learned she was the sole heir 
to her father's billion-dollar fortune. In Independently 
Wealthy, she is living her dream life on the Upper West 
Side, excelling at her job as an editorial assistant, and 
enjoying her handsome new boyfriend, Alex. Everything in 
Savannah's life should be perfect - except she can't ignore 
the questions and scandal surrounding her father's fatal 
accident. Her hopes of solving this mystery are shared by 
Caroline Stone - her newfound sister who is slowly 
becoming a friend. Savannah decides to investigate, but 
not everyone wants Savannah to know the truth. Her 
domineering older brother, Ned, has his own problems, 
including a lingering regret over his recent divorce, the 
constant pressure of running the Stone media empire, and 
managing a playboy bachelorhood.

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781250040350 $34.99

The Cruiser
David Poyer

Newly-promoted to Captain, Dan Lenson's first glimpse of 
his command is of a ship literally high and dry. The USS 
Savo Island, which carries a classified, never-before-
deployed missile defense system, has run aground on an 
exposed sandbar off Naples. Captain Lenson has to 
relieve the ship's disgraced skipper and deploy on a secret 
mission - Operation Stellar Shield - which will take his ship 
and crew into the dangerous waters bordering the Middle 
East. As a climate of war builds between Israel and Iraq, 
with threats of nuclear and chemical weapons, Dan has to 
rally Savo Island's demoralized crew, confront a 
mysterious death on board ship, while learning to operate 
a complex missile system that has not been battle tested.

St Martin's Press • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781250020581 $34.99

Sustenance
Chelsea Quinn Yarbro

The powerful House Un-American Activities Committee 
hunted communists both at home and abroad. In the late 
1940s, the vampire Count Saint-Germain is caught up in 
intrigue surrounding a group of Americans who have fled 
to postwar Paris. Some speak out against HUAC and 
battle the authorities. Saint-Germain swears to do his best 
to protect his friends, but even his skills may not be able to 
stand against agents of the OSS and the brand-new CIA. 
And he has an unexpected weakness: his lover, Charis, 
who has returned to Paris under mysterious 
circumstances.

St Martin's Press • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780765334015 $36.99

Breathturn into Timestead
Paul Celan

Paul Celan, one of the greatest German-language poets of 
the twentieth century, created brilliant works of pure 
musicality and stark imagery in tension with the haunting 
memories of his life as a Romanian Jew during the 
Holocaust. Breathturn into Timestead: The Collected 
Later Poetry gathers the five final volumes of his life's 
work in a bilingual edition, translated and with commentary 
by the award-winning poet and translator Pierre Joris. This 
collection displays a mature writer at the height of his 
talents, following what Celan himself called the "turn" (die 
"Wende") of his work away from the lush, surreal 
metaphors of his earlier verse.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Poetry

9780374125981 $35.00



Spare Parts
Joshua Davis

In 2004, four Latino teenagers arrived at the Marine 
Advanced Technology Education Robotics Competition at 
the University of California. They were born in Mexico but 
raised in Phoenix, Arizona, where they attended an 
underfunded public high school. No one had ever 
suggested that they might amount to much - but two 
inspiring science teachers had convinced these 
impoverished, undocumented kids from the desert who 
had never even seen the ocean that they should try to 
build an underwater robot. Their robot wasn't pretty, 
especially compared to those of the competition. They 
were going up against some of the best collegiate 
engineers in the country, including a team from MIT 
backed by a $10,000 grant from ExxonMobil. The Phoenix 
teenagers had scraped together less than $1,000 and built 
their robot out of scavenged parts. This was never a level 
competition - and yet, against all odds . . . they won!

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • True Stories

9780374183370 $34.99

Patrick Moore's Yearbook of Astronomy 2015
Patrick Moore

Until his death in 2012, world-renowned astronomer and 
broadcaster Sir Patrick Moore edited this indispensable 
guide for fifty-two consecutive years. With the 2015 
Yearbook of Astronomy, his friend and long-time co-
editor Dr John Mason continues Sir Patrick's legacy. The 
Yearbook of Astronomy collects together a month-by-
month guide to events to look out for over the coming 
year, from eclipses and planets, to comets, meteors, 
nebulae and phases of the Moon; but it also contains 
authoritative charts, astronomical data and a series of 
specially commissioned articles by some of the world's 
leading astronomers - a fitting tribute to an extraordinary 
man who popularized astronomy for over half a century.

Macmillan • HB • Astronomy, Space & Time

9781447285175 $44.99

Where Have You Been?
Michael Hofmann

Michael Hofmann - a poet, translator, and intellectual 
vagabond-has established himself as one of the keenest 
critics of contemporary literature. Safely nestled between 
the covers of Where Have You Been?, he offers a hand 
to guide us and an encouraging whisper in our ear, 
leading us on a trip through what to read, how to think, 
and why to like. And while these essays bear sharp 
insights that will help us revisit writers with a fresh eye, 
they are also a story of love between a reader and his 
treasured books. In these twenty-five essays, Hofmann 
brings his signature wit and sustained critical mastery to a 
poetic, penetrating, and candid discussion of the writers 
and artists of the last hundred years.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Literature: History & Criticism

9780374259969 $34.99

The New Democrats and the Return to Power
Al From

After Barack Obama's solid win in the 2012 election, it's 
easy to forget that there was a time, not long ago, when 
the Democrats were shut out of power for over a decade. 
But Al From remembers. In 1984, he led a small band of 
governors, US senators, and members of Congress to 
organize the Democratic Leadership Council (DLC). Their 
mission: to rescue the party from the political wilderness, 
redefine its message, and, most importantly, win 
presidential elections. In April 1989, From traveled to Little 
Rock, Arkansas, to recruit the state's young governor, Bill 
Clinton, to be chairman of the DLC. Here, Al From 
explores the founding philosophy of the New Democrats, 
which not only achieved stunning validation during 
Clinton's two terms, but also became the model for 
resurgent center-left parties in Europe and throughout the 
democratic world.

St Martin's Press • PB • Politics & Government

9781137279460 $24.99

Lectures on the Will to Know
Michel Foucault

Lectures on the Will to Know reminds us that Michel 
Foucault's work only ever had one object: truth. Here, he 
builds on his earlier work, Discipline and Punish, to 
explore the relationship between tragedy, conflict, and 
truth-telling. He also explores the different forms of truth-
telling, and their relation to power and the law. The 
publication of Lectures on the Will to Know marks a 
milestone in Foucault's reception, and it will no longer be 
possible to read him in the same way as before.

Picador • PB • Philosophy

9781250050106 $24.99

The New York Times Large-Print Extra Easy Crossword Omnibus
Will Shortz

Large-print type may make these puzzles from the pages 
of the New York Times easy on the eyes, but they will still 
challenge the brain. This brand new Large-Print Omnibus 
features: 120 easy-to-read crossword puzzles, popular 
easy level puzzles and edited by crossword maven Will 
Shortz.

Griffin • PB • Puzzles & Quizzes

9781250055934 $22.99

Alice in the Country of Joker: Nightmare Trilogy Vol 2
QuinRose

Alice in the Country of Joker: The Nightmare Trilogy
chronicles the further adventures of Alice as she goes 
deeper down the rabbit hole. Like the other New York 
Times bestselling books in the Alice in the Country of 
Clover series, this new volume is an oversized edition that 
features impressive artwork and color pinups. Alice has 
been living in the Clover Tower for a while now, and with 
the coming of April Season, she is able to see Julius again 
and has met with Joker. Nightmare isn't very pleased, and 
comes up with ways to keep Alice distracted with all sorts 
of mini adventures. While Alice can't get away from 
Nightmare's penetrating gaze, she does not fear him; she 
may even love him. What will happen when Alice wakes 
up?

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781626920743 $16.99

I Am Alice: Body Swap in Wonderland Vol 2
Ayumi Kanou

I Am Alice: Body Swap in Wonderland is a new ongoing 
manga series that recasts the tale of Alice in Wonderland 
in a uniquely hilarious light: Alice switches bodies with a 
boy, and together, they must journey on a madcap quest 
through Wonderland. Each volume of I Am Alice: Body 
Swap in Wonderland is illustrated in a delightful shoujo-
style, and contains color inserts. When Makoto, an 
unsuspecting Japanese teen, pulls a copy of "Alice in 
Wonderland" off a library bookshelf, his world will never be 
the same-literally. Suddenly, he is transported into the 
magical world of Wonderland, and even more shockingly, 
he is now stuck in Alice's body!

St Martin's Press • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781626920941 $16.99



Bo at Iditarod Creek
Kirkpatrick Hill

Ever since Bo can remember, she and her papas have lived in the little Alaskan mining 
town of Ballard Creek. Now the family must leave to work at a dredge mine, far away in 
Iditarod country. Bo and her family follow many rivers to get to Iditarod Creek. And what a 
strange place it is! The dredges are screek-ity loud and the houses are set down any which 
way. Initially homesick, Bo soon realizes there is friendship to be found everywhere . . . 
and Iditarod Creek may hold some surprises for her already unconventional family.

Henry Holt • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780805093520 $19.99

Hail Sweary
Viz Magazine

From the playground to the boardroom, this compendium of colourful communication 
makes, arguably, a more important contribution to the everyday language of the British 
Isles than the Oxford dictionary. Now with hundreds of new definitions, this is a fully 
updated edition from the pages of Viz magazine.

Macmillan • TPB • Humour

9781781062449 $24.99

The Camel's Toe
Viz Magazine

Twixlips & Mooseknuckle are proud to announce Viz - The Camel's Toe a luxurious 
limited edition* annual that will stand as a timeless testament to your taste and 
discernment and is certain to be treasured for generations to come. (*Edition strictly limited 
to the number of copies that can be printed using the huge job lot of paper and ink we have 
bought.) Bound within glossy covers hewn from 24-carat cardboard, each exquisite volume 
contains a lavish 160 pages, individually hand-printed with an heirloom-quality selection of 
cartoons, jokes, spoof ads and articles from issues 202 to 211 of Britain's 3rd or 4th 
funniest magazine. 5th if you include Practical Caravanning.

Macmillan • HB • Humour

9781781062456 $24.99

The Cleveland Steamer
Viz Magazine

A compilation of the best bits from issues 182-191 of Viz. It includes cartoons, letters, top 
tips, articles, photo-stories and spoof ads.

Macmillan • HB • Humour

9781907779909 $24.99

Roger's Profanisaurus: Das Krapital
Viz Magazine

From the playground to the boardroom, this lexicon of bad language makes, arguably, a 
more important contribution to the everyday vocabulary of the British Isles than the Oxford 
dictionary. Now, with over 10,000 entries, this edition features the latest in expletives, 
sexual obscenities and lavatorial euphemisms.

Macmillan • PB • Humour

9781907232909 $32.99

Fat Slags Summer Special
Viz Magazine

Sandra Burke and Tracey Tunstall the Fat Slags have been lowering the tone of Viz Comic 
since 1989. And now, for the first time, their best strips are collected together in one Big 
Bumper Special. Along with their part-time lover Baz and his binman mate Dave, the 
foursome get up to all sorts of wild and unlikely adventures. However, this book mainly 
contains the ones where they eat chips, get drunk and bang each other. This product is not 
suitable for children.

Macmillan • TPB • Humour

9781781062364 $16.99

Anus Horribilis
Viz Magazine

Ask a man what he wants and chances are he'll tell you: something good to read on the 
toilet while he's doing his daily duty. Well now that dream is set to become a reality, 
because here's a buper book packed with enough reading material to keep any bloke 
happily ensconced in the smallest room for a whole year.

Macmillan • TPB • Humour

9781907779916 $24.99

Top Tips 2
Viz Magazine

This is a hilarious new humour compendium from the creators of 'Viz'. The 'Top Tips' 
section of the Viz 'Letterbocks' page has long been one of the most popular sections of the 
magazine. The book is a collection of more than 1000 of the funniest entries.

Macmillan • HB • Humour

9781781060919 $19.99

Top of the Tips
Viz Magazine

This is a hilarious new humour compendium from the creators of 'Viz'. The 'Top Tips' 
section of the Viz 'Letterbocks' page has long been one of the most popular sections of the 
magazine. The book is a collection of more than 1000 of the funniest entries.

Macmillan • HB • Humour

9781907232831 $16.99

The Big Viz Book of Adventure
Viz Magazine

Hold onto your hats, because here comes the Big Viz Book of Adventure - a brand new 
224-page collection of the most action-packed adventure strips from the pages of Viz, 
Britain's least action-packed magazine. Featuring stirring tales of wartime valour, hilarious 
sporting yarns and bodice-ripping historical epics by the score, the Big Viz Book of 
Adventure is a white-knuckle rollercoaster ride that's guaranteed to leave your head 
spinning and your pants soiled for one reason or another.

Macmillan • HB • Humour

9781781063712 $24.99

The Viz Annual: The Dutch Oven
Viz Magazine

"The best book ... that I or anyone else will ever read. Truly magnificent," writes Matt 
Ridley in the Daily Telegraph. "A remarkable and powerful book," adds The Evening 
Standard's Dylan Evans. Sadly, these aren't reviews for Viz: The Dutch Oven - we found 
them on the back of a book by the distinguished cognitive scientist Steven Pinker. But 
we've got high hopes that the critics will praise this hard-backed collection of the best bits 
from issues 212~221 of Britain's toiletest magazine in an equally forthright fashion.

Macmillan • HB • Humour

9781781063705 $24.99

Midnight City
J. Barton Mitchell

Earth has been conquered by an alien race known as the Assembly. The human adult 
population is gone, having succumbed to the Tone - a powerful, telepathic super-signal 
broadcast across the planet that reduces them to a state of complete subservience. But 
the Tone has one critical flaw. It only affects the population once they reach their early 
twenties, which means that there is one group left to resist: Children. Holt Hawkins is a 
bounty hunter, and his current target is Mira Toombs, an infamous treasure seeker with a 
price on her head. It's not long before Holt bags his prey, but their instant connection isn't 
something he bargained for.

Griffin • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250009074 $22.99

The Severed Tower
J. Barton Mitchell

Holt, Mira, and Max have fled Midnight City with Zoey after watching her repel an entire 
Assembly army. Zoey's powers are unlocked, but who and what she is remains a mystery. 
All she knows is that she must reach the Severed Tower, an infamous location in the 
middle of the world's most dangerous landscape: The Strange Lands, a place where the 
laws of physics have completely broken down. But the closer they get to the Tower, the 
more precarious things become. The Assembly has pursued Zoey into the Strange Lands.

Griffin • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250009470 $24.99

Valley of Fires
J. Barton Mitchell

The Severed Tower is no more. Zoey has been taken by the Assembly, and time is running 
out. Just as their feelings are finally out in the open, Holt Hawkins and Mira Toombs are 
forced apart onto individual quests to try and unite Earth's survivors against their alien 
invaders. Mira ventures west, holding together a fragile coalition of Wind Traders, White 
Helix, and rebel Assembly, a mix of groups that do not trust the other.

St Martin's Press • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250009487 $24.99


